Dear Friend of Possibility Management,

Twenty-five years ago, you would have found Clinton Callahan feeling angry and scared enough to organize and deliver the first Expand The Box training in the world. It is a cold weekend in March 1998, in Hamburg Germany. Twenty-seven participants gather in a hotel in downtown Hamburg, Germany. Clinton wears a black business suit, white shirt, and colored tie. Two trainer friends, Thomas Bormann and Bernhard Uhl, sit alertly in the rear of the training space at a table writing feedback notes to share with Clinton on each break. Most of the participants are from the Information Technology sector. What Clinton remembers most is feeling scared, sweating a lot, and navigating an entirely new intensity of High Level Fun.

This first training is not called Expand The Box. It is called Kreationstraining für Führungskräfte (Creation Training for Business Leaders). Nonetheless, it delivers so much value that one of the participants, Jürgen Fuchs, a director at CSC Ploenzke AG, hires Clinton straight-away to deliver two more such trainings to his top managers.

It is nearly 23:00 Saturday night on the evening of the second day of the first CSC Ploenzke training. Participants have just departed from a tough day in the training room where unconscious Gremlin-empowered Box-defense strategies were fully active and fiercely confronted. Clinton sits in the vague, rather exhausted uncertainty of not being very appreciated by these battle-trained managers, when Jürgen Fuchs steps forward from the shadows. He strides over to Clinton, grabs him by the collar of his coat, drags him over to the flipchart board, and points to Clinton’s rough sketch of a person standing inside of a box. He jabs his finger at the diagram, puts his face emphatically close to Clinton’s face,
and says, “This! This is what you are doing in the training! You are expanding people’s Boxes!”

The name of the training instantly changes, and it sticks.

A quarter-Century later, Expand The Box training is being delivered in Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Costa Rica, Denmark, Germany, Guatemala, Mexico, New Zealand, Poland, Portugal, Switzerland, and USA.

Even though S.P.A.R.K.s are being translated into twenty different languages, many new ETB trainers are needed to share this immense nonmaterial wealth in new cultures.

Possibilitators around the world are unfolding hidden talents for cavitating and navigating healing and transformational spaces, both online and in-person, both for individuals and in groups, for example, in Possibility Teams, Rage Club, Fear Club, Possibility Coaching, WorkTalks, Workshops, articles, and books.

There is now such an evolving abundance of treasures to share that we realize the Sources of Clarity and Possibility flowing through Possibility Management are indeed infinite. What an amazing surprise to discover!

This Summer, from 3-6 August 2023, Possibility Management Trainers and Spaceholders are invited to the Possibility Management UnConference at the Möglichkeitenraum in Steinhagen, Germany, to meet in person, inspire and be inspired by the latest discoveries made in Possibility Management spaces.

This Fall, from 18-22 October 2023, everyone is invited to participate in the first annual Archiarchy Maker Fair near Warsaw, Poland. The AMF is the gathering of Archiarchal gameworld builders, and those who want to learn the skills for inventing and inhabiting the Gaian gameworlds in which regenerative human cultures thrive on Earth.

Phase 1 of Archiarchy is already complete: the culture of Archiarchy now exists on Earth. Phase 2 of Archiarchy now begins: inhabiting Archiarchy together. This is where you Archiarchal Gamewworld Builders can truly shine. The makers of Archiarchy are us!

With enthusiasm and Love,
Your PM News Team

PS: The PM Infinity Ring Website Node has informed us that they are about to implement a few changes to upgrade the https://possibilitymanagement.org website and calendar. They said that you, as a user, might notice a few changes in the website’s appearance, and significant improvements in its functionality. We take this as good news!
A Summer of Global Trainings

Upcoming Expand The Box Trainings:

**ETB Germany**: 27-30 April at Bad Belzig, with Tanja Gerold and Gero Von Aderkas.
**ETB Costa Rica**: 10-14 May in Nosara, with Anne-Chloé Destremau and Clinton Callahan.
**ETB Guatemala**: 12-16 May in Lake Atitlan, with Vera Franco and Patricio Diaz.
**ETB Germany**: 18-21 May in Wilsted, with Marietta Schürholz and Stefan Ackermann.
**ETB North California, USA**: 25-29 May in San Francisco, with Vera Franco and Patricio Diaz.
**ETB Germany**: 22-25 June in Dietramszell, with Dagmar Thürnagel and Michael Hallinger.
**ETB Germany**: 23-25 June in Schondorf am Ammersee with Patrizia Patz.
**ETB Brazil**: 24-29 June in São Paulo, with Anne-Chloé Destremau and Clinton Callahan.
**ETB Mexico**: 28 June - 2 July in San Cristóbal de las Casas, with Vera Franco and Patricio Diaz.
**ETB Germany**: 29 June - 2 July in Oberschöna, with Lisa Ommert.
**ETB Florida, USA**: 14-16 July in Homestead with Patricio Diaz.
**ETB Belgium**: 20-23 July in Büllingen with Judith Kaiser and Gunnar Bäsmann.
**ETB Poland**: 16-20 August in Dworek, with Anne-Chloé Destremau and Clinton Callahan.
**ETB Denmark**: 20-24 September in Odensee, with Anne-Chloé Destremau and Clinton Callahan.

Upcoming Possibility Labs:

**PLab Germany**: 4-7 May at the Möglichkeitenraum, with Michaela Kaiser and Michael Hallinger.
**PLab Guatemala**: 17-21 May in Lake Atitlan, with Vera Franco and Patricio Diaz.
**PLab Germany**: 26-29 May in Zimmern ob Rottweil, with Patrizia Patz and Felix Fulda.
**PLab North Carolina, USA**: 31 May - 4 July in San Francisco, with Vera Franco and Patricio Diaz.
**PLab Switzerland**: 15-18 June in Schloss Glarisegg, with Georg Pollitt.
**PLab Brazil**: 1-5 July in São Paulo, with Anne-Chloé Destremau and Clinton Callahan.
**PLab Mexico**: 5-9 July in San Cristóbal de las Casas, with Vera Franco and Patricio Diaz.
PLab Poland: 23-27 August in Dworek, with Anne-Chlöé Destremau and Clinton Callahan.
PLab USA: 8-10 September in Seattle, with Annette Schuster and Paul Rogers.
PLab Germany: 14-17 September in Zimmern ob Rottweil, with Patrizia Patz and Felix Fulda.
PLab Germany: 28 Sept.-1 Oct. at the Möglichkeitenraum, with Michaela Kaiser and Katharina Kaifler.

Upcoming Specialty Possibility Lab:

Women's Possibility Lab: 11-14 May in Portugal, with Michaela Kaiser and Patrizia Patz.
Emotional Empowerment Lab: 19-21 May in Germany with Patrizia Patz.
Women's Outdoor Possibility Lab: 20-23 July in Germany with Katharina Kaifler and Patrizia Patz.
Men's Possibility Lab: 20-23 July in Portugal with Michael Hallinger and Michael Portner.
Emotional Empowerment Lab: 28-30 July in Germany with Patrizia Patz.
Heal From School Possibility Lab: 30 August - 3 September in Poland with Anne-Chlöé Destremau and Clinton Callahan.

Women's Possibility Lab: Women of Earth: 11-15 October in Europe (TBA) with Anne-Chlöé Destremau and Vera Franco.

Possibility Creation Village - Telegram Group is where you ask for and give Possibility, share your research, and celebrate your gold. Great collaborations and projects were born there. Join at this Telegram link: https://t.me/+ViEuN7pEHlcSDlCv

Emotional Healing Process Collaboration - Telegram Group is a thriving gateway platform to ask for, provide, and witness Emotional Healing Processes at any time of day or night thanks to the global Team of EHP Spaceholders. Join with the following link: https://t.me/+COzXWiD1vPxhMmIx

Possibility Management Events - Telegram Group is where you have access to the latest PM-related Events by Possibilitators from around the world as well as offering your own Events where you deliver your Nonmaterial Value. Link: https://t.me/+8fJY9XlnYdkwNTRi
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